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Join Pupuru, a hard working student, on a delectable roguelike adventure filled with excitement, humour, thrills and all the curry
you can eat as you quest to save your fav 5d3b920ae0
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Kind of on the fence about this game. It's fun, gameplay is decent enough, though nothing special, and a few oddities here and
there which are an annoyance more than anything. Storyline is as bizarre as you'd expect from a game of this title, you very
much know what you're getting in to, but my biggest criticism of the game is probably that it seems too fast. It throws all the
characters at you right at once, it's like it's trying to rush through the story as quickly as possible, which doesn't bode well for the
complete time of the game. Overall, there are better games of the genre out there, it just about succeeds in the mechanics of the
game, and to be fair, the story so far did illicit a couple of laughs. so I recommend it, but not strongly, and if you aren't already
in to this niche of game, this does nothing at all to change your opinion.. A nice, lighthearted roguelike rpg in the style of the
Mystery Dungeon games, with decent gameplay, good voice acting and a hilarious cast of quirky characters. Its very good for
roguelike fans like me.. This is an amusing dungeon crawler/JRPG. It has a lot in common with Moero Chronicle, at least in that
you are dropped into an insane adventure with a lot of comedy and some fourth-wall breaking. The characters are amusing, the
plot fun, and the combat interesting. As an IF game, you should know what you are getting.. Even though I would recommend
this game, the RNG is just bad. I randomly got one shot by a gang of monster after proceed to next level. and even after a few
dungeon, the drops are still rubbish. 3 pages of inventory just filled up so quickly. Not mention Kuu's skill RNG, Damn fckin
hell bad. Other than Dungeon Crawling RNG fraustration, I love the story, character design and the comedy of this game.. wow
i never thought that i would see this game again being ported to steam! thank the developers for making a clean port of this
game!. Simple and fun Dungeon Crawler + lolis + Perverted Wizard.
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